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Introduction
Transport of particles and energy across the magnetic field is still a poorly understood process
in nuclear fusion research: The experimentally determined particle diffusion coefficients in such
plasmas of typically D = 0.1 - 1 mzls are more than 100 times as large as those derived from
classical theory which considers the random walk due to momentum exchanging collisions.
In this paper we consider a completely different type of transport which is caused by the
sequence of ionization and recombination. For the multiple ionized ions the transport results
from the fluttering of the gyro-radius. Most important, however, is the transport of protons
initiated by recombination.
In the past the effect of recombination on transport has been investigated only with re5pect to
charge transfer from impurity ions [1, 2], leading to very small effects. In contrast, the radiative
recombination process considered here can produce substantial diffusion coefficients in
hydrogen boundary density plasmas. In this paper we concentrate on the basic physics and
demonstrate the importance of this particular transport mechanism by discussing the density
build-up in the boundary region. A more extended description and the derivation of some of the
expressions is given in [3].

Basic transport relations
In first order the particle flux densities are proportional to the gradient of the density n and the
relation 1":«D‘\7n defines the diffusion coefficient D. It is well known that the diffusion
coefficient can be associated with a random walk process as follows:
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where f: (<Ax2>m)“2 is the average step size and v is the characteristic frequency for the
occurrence of the event causing the random walk. In a magnetized plasma the transport of the
charged particles in the perpendicular direction is then associated with a change of their gyro-
orbits and we obtain D1 = 1/2 (Ap)2 v. The gyro—radius is connected with the perpendicular
momentum pi, the magnetic field B. and the charge q according to p = pl/qB. Hence, there are
two possibilities to produce diffusion: changing either the particle momentum (classical
diffusion) or its charge,

Ion diffusion caused by fluttering of the charge state
Because the particles loose their identity (an atom may become an ion or vice versa) as a result
of a charge changing collision, only the joint ambipolar transport of all particles according to

ZN ZN
I: = —-DVn with n : 2/12; and D = 202 (2)
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is defined in general. The partial coefficients DZ describe the diffusion due to the fluttering
between two neighbouring charge states. With the fractional abundancies fZ = nZ/E 112 and the
collision rates for ionization and recombination (v“’“, v‘") they are obtained to
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These diffusion coefficients are generally yery small [3]. Even for high energetic (it-particles the
typical values are as small as D2 :10‘3 m‘/s. Clearly, the case Z = 1 needs a special treatment
Since pO ~> Do .

Recombinative induced diffusion in hydrogen
According to Eq. (3) this diffusion coefficient consists of two parts

I 2 [an 1 m
D]: Eli] fovo +§Zl2flvl (4)

The first term describes the diffusion of the neutrals on account of ionization, Le. shift by a
gyro-radius (l0 : pl). It is negligible compared to the second term which describes the transport
of the particles while they are in atomic state.

I 2 2
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With <vf> = Ti/mi, “210? = 2/(nESm) 2 and vrec = ne Sm we obtain
T‘ fl Srec 7i - 'D =4 —T =~—~—F T 6
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where 5m = <omnv=>c and Sm = <6,“ ve>e are the rate coefficrents for ionization and
recombination and the fractional abundancies are given by ionization equilibrium f0 = n0/(n0+n,)
= vm/(v + v ) and fl = nr/(UOWI) = \im/(vm + vim).rec ion

Inclusion of charge exchange collisions
CX-collisions will reduce the transport coefficients because they introduce additional changes of
direction of the atoms. A more detailed analysis [3] shows that the average square length is to
be replaced by 1'02 = (2 T‘I’IIli)/((Vu+\'iw) Via“) yielding

I 1 a 'r. 5Cl _ 1 l we (7)
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where we have distinguished between the fully neutral (1°0 : l) and fully ionized case (fi = 1).

Results
The rate coefficients for hydrogen and the resulting diffusion coefficient DI are shown in the
Figs. 1 and 2 as function of temperature (T = Ta 2 Ti).

Fig. I: The rate coefi‘icients
for hydrogen as a function of
temperature.

The reduction due the charge
exchange effect is seen to be
important for the low and high
temperature range. Note,
however, that even with the ox—
effect included the recom-

T[eV] binative induced coefficient
1C 10. mg, may 10000, Df’ is much larger compared to

the classical one.
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Edge profiles and fluxes
To elucidate the diffusion process discussed before we analyze in the following the plasma
build-up in the edge region by means of the continuity equations for electrons and neutrals

an; Elli =
“8‘; = _V 4 is + ”allusion “ ”35,“; a? —V ' i:0 _ nenosion + "Esra: ‘ (8)

Adding the two equations yields for the stationary state with 100% recycling

i + to = o. (9)

Assuming anomalous transport for the electrons (with Dan = const.) and our previous result for
the neutral fluxes (eq. (7)), the latter equation reads with rtJ = nE

an, Bng_ #4.“ ...—=0 10
Dear “ax ' (l

where D0 is proportional to nc'l. For T = const, this equation can be integrated and solved for
the neutral density

2

no: Dan M1" lie" Jar—um, (11)
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which is an extension of the expression given in [4]. By putting this into the first one of
equations (8) We obtain ‘

d2 ‘)Dr"¢§1”=—nenosm+n;sw=e. (12)
Here Qo is the effective source of the neutrals. With y = name” 51 and y = 2 Sta/Sion DWI!)an 2:
2 Dlw/Da,‘ and the scale length 7L = (4 DOM/Si n )”2 this is written asrun a,»

22 l d y _7 aw —y[(1—y2>+7]+yy1 =-y(1—yZJ-7y(l-.v) (13)

We notice that the term induced by recombination (y) is also an effective sink for the neutrals
(caused by a flux in the ion—electron channel) which is compensated by an enhanced recycling
influx. Multiplying eq‘ (13) with dy/clf; where i: X/lt allows a second integration
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which tells as that the slope of the density and hence the net fluxes, and finally the density
profile proper de end only weakly upon recombination. With 7 = 0 we get the approximate
profile y = tanh( ). There is, however, the problem that the net fluxes do not represent the
directed ion and neutral fluxes which are of particular interest at the target boundary x : 0. We
can determine these fluxes by integrating the recombinative part of the neutral source Q0. 2 —2
3? Dan 7 y(1~y) = 4 Dyllt2 yt lay) over the edge region

m:-—i;ax=39J~Ei&1j:y(1—yldé=50'—im lrfwdy=flz~fllll~y+logfll+yflzfl
J i: .“ y

(15)
yielding a flux at the target of Fo*(0) = 1.24 Dimnwllt. This flux is actually the opposite one that
we estimated in the last section for the ions. According to eq. (2) we expect an ion flux of F, = —
Dane/3x = —D,mn lit y‘lcly/dt“= = — DlwflW/K (l~y3)/y which diverges at x = 0 because the
assumption (0 << Threaks down, ie. the produced neutrals reach the target before becoming
ionized again. It is therefore reasonable to use the edge diffusion coefficient D1: Di... yielding

,* z - Dhanem/l (l—yz). In Fig. 3 the three expressions for the fluxes are compared.
In conclusion, the anomalous plasma outflow I":m = - Dan and/Bx is enhanced by recombination
and additional fluxes of order Dream ant/ax are produced. Indications for the concomitant

enhancement of the impurity
influxes are found in detached
ASDEX—Upgradc diseharges
(see D. Hildebrandt et al., this
conference).

Fig. 3: Comparison of the
recombinative induced flux
relations I?“ (dashed),

-T,*(solid), and J", (dotted).

Summary
The perpendicular diffusion coefficient associated with the recombination of ions into atomic
state can be expressed as D, : FO‘QTp‘n-ri me; it is thus independent of the magnetic field and
inverse proportional to density and ion mass. Its temperature dependence is determined by the
rate coefficients for ionization, recombination and charge exchange.
We find that the diffusion coefficient attributed to these processes is much larger than the
classical one over the Whole temperature range (1 eV < T < 10 keV) if the density is below
1020 nr3 and B > 2 T. This perhaps surprising result is a consequence of the large atomic step
sizes compared to the small gyro—radii.
Of practical importance is this recombinative induced diffusion in the cooler edge regions of
tokamaks and stellarators wherein particular the chemical sputtering rates may be increased by
the enhanced outflow. In general, this cross~tield transport mechanism is assumed to prevail for
many magnetized plasmas of sufficiently low density (116 < 1018 m3).
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